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by Guna Ose

Unique Opportuinty in Difficult Times!
Thank you everyone for your trust. It is a privilege to serve as a
president of this wonderful group of lawyers and judges. As I start this
year, I understand the unique challenges that it brings and promise to
make the most out of this year. In addition to our stellar board of directors, I could not imagine serving in this position without my supportive
husband and daughter. They know how much time I have put into getting
to this point and how much it means to me. I would also like to thank my
employer, Mr. Archer, State Attorney, who has always fostered community service and has allowed me to pursue this goal and to become the first
Assistant State Attorney to hold the position of BCBA president.
With the goal of making membership in the Brevard County Bar Association a valuable
and meaningful investment of its members’ time and money, I have already begun planning
CLEs and other events. On June 9th, 2020, BCBA held a Free Online CLE led by Christina Magee
“Making the most out of your Zoom Mediation.“ A second Free Online CLE - “Procedures and
practices for remote hearings via Microsoft TEAMS” will be held for BCBA members only on July
9th, 2020 with a panel of judges that include Judge Robert Segal, Judge Lisa Davidson and Judge
Tesha Ballou, this CLE will be very informative as we navigate the impact COVID-19 has had on
the judicial process. We will continue to hold Free Online CLEs throughout the 2020-2021 year,
so stay tuned.
Once we understand the situation a little bit better and can gather in bigger groups, I
plan on starting live events that will include the BCBA Installation Dinner (September) , BCBA
Past Presidents Dinner (October), and the BCBA annual Holiday Party (December). Please be patient with us during these times; your safety is our main concern.
I have minimized the number of Constant Contact emails. Constant Contact will be used
sparingly to advertise upcoming events and provide useful Court updates or other information
helpful to our membership. If you are not receiving the Constant Contact emails, please contact
BCBA so that the issue can be remedied. I also invite all of you to share your expertise with our
legal community by submitting an article to the ExParte. If you are interested in submitting an article, please email BCBA for further details. This year, the ExParte will be published bi-monthly
and will be a source of important information and updates on the latest happenings in the BCBA
community. All lawyers who have renewed their membership should expect a copy of the ExParte
by the second week of July 2020. If you have not already done so, please renew your BCBA membership and encourage other lawyers to become a BCBA member. Despite these unprecedent
times and the difficulties it has presented, my goal is to offer much needed resources and support
to our membership so please stay in touch. You can always reach me
or any of the board members with your ideas or suggestions. You can
email me at gunaose@hotmail.com or bcba@brevardbar.org or call
me at 1-321-720-9997.
Thank you for giving me this opportunity in 2020-2021.
Sincerely,
~Guna Ose
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3 Luxury Brands
One Stop Shopping

Porsche Melbourne
509 E. NASA Blvd, Melbourne, FL
866.307.8197
porschemelbourne.com
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Mercedes-Benz of Melbourne
509 E. NASA Blvd, Melbourne, FL
888.831.0233
mbmelbourne.com
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Audi Melbourne
2260 Coastal Lane, West Melbourne, FL
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Young Lawyers Division

Kimberli Trader, President

Thank you so much to everyone who participated in our May Health and Wellness Challenge! We had a
great time staying fit and healthy during the COVID-19 Quarantine.
Our Board is doing everything we can to remain engaged
despite our inability to gather and socialize each month.
We are continuing to hold our monthly board meeting
remotely and, last month, we teamed up with the Young
Lawyers Section of the Orange County Bar Association
for a virtual Happy Hour.
We miss you all very much and we
look forward to seeing everyone
again soon. In the meantime, please
visit and join our Facebook Group
at www.Facebook.com/groups/BrevardBarYLD to stay up-to-date on the
happenings of the Brevard YLD.

Message from the Brevard Bar Foundation

Paul Lemieux, President

It is unprecedented times that we are all experiencing. Of all the concerns and worries that present themselves in our day to
day lives, I never imagined a pandemic in my lifetime becoming a reality. It has forced most, if not all, of us to modify the
way we practice law and live our lives, and completely interrupted our day to day routines.
Regrettably, similar to other organizations, the Brevard Bar Foundation has postponed its annual dinner until further notice.
Although we are anxious to return to normal and honor our 2020 Community Leader of the Year recipient retired Judge Alli
B. Majeed, the board’s ultimate responsibility is to ensure its events can be safely held. The Foundation’s board will continue
to evaluate the recommendations of medical community and schedule the event when it appears it can be accomplished in a
pragmatic manner.
The Brevard Bar Foundation is fortunate
to be able to continue its donations to
BCBA Law Day, Brevard County Legal
Aid, and Moot Court. Although these
events may have been postponed, the
Foundation will be here to provide support when these events are able to safely
return.
As we attempt adjust to our new “normal” and the increase anxiety and stress
that comes with it, we must reminder
ourselves to be considerate and patient
with others as we do not know what
struggles they may be experiencing.
I look forward to society returning to a
sense of normalcy and seeing many of
you at future bar events.
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2020 Law Day
This year’s Law Day theme was “Your Voice, Your Vote, Our Democracy- the 19th
Amendment at 100.” Middle school and high school students participated in
the BCBA annual essay, video and poster contest, marking the 100th anniversary
of constitutional amendment that guaranteed the right of citizens to vote would
not be denied or abridged based on sex. The students’ submissions reflected on
the women’s suffrage movement which forever changed America by expanding
representative democracy. The students’ submissions were incredible and
selecting contest winners was a difficult task indeed! For the first time, BCBA
also recognized a Brevard County teacher for her lesson plans concerning the
19th Amendment and Law Day. Thank you to Judges Kelly McKibben, Charles
Roberts, Michelle Naberhaus, David Koenig, Jennifer Taylor, Tesha Ballou,
Michelle Baker, Kelly Ingram and Christina Serrano for your hard work in
selecting this year’s winners.
The contest winners were recognized at the annual Law Day Dinner held
on February 12, 2020. Judge Wendy Berger of the U.S. District Court for
the Middle District of Florida was the evening’s keynote speaker. Brevard
County Supervisor of Elections Lori Scott spoke on the importance of voting.
The evening’s moderator was retired 18th Judicial Circuit Court Judge Tonya
Rainwater. Also joining the evening’s event was Judges James Edwards, F. Rand
Wallis, Jamie Grosshans, Meredith Sasso and John Harris, members of the Fifth
District Court of Appeal. It was a wonderful night celebrating the significance
and legacy of the 19th Amendment in our country.
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Elizabeth Siano Harris

Board Certified Appellate Lawyer

• Over 20 years appellate
experience in civil and
criminal matters.
• Former law clerk for the
Fifth District Court of
Appeals for the Honorable
John Antoon, now Senior
Federal District Judge.
• Available to represent clients in all appellate matters
before the Florida appellate courts and the Florida
Supreme Court.
• Also available to assist in pre- and post-trial matters,
providing trial support.

• elizabeth@HarrisAppellateLaw.com
321-267-1766

P.O. Box 371, Mims, Florida 32754
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Teresa Cassella

Law Library Update
What a year it’s been so far!
Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, the Law Library closed to in person visitors on March
18. Law Librarians worked mostly remotely to continue to meet the needs of the communiand assisted people by email, Facebook, phone, and even mail. We even arranged some “contactless”
CLE course check-outs during our closure.

ty

The Law Library opened for appointments on May 18… and then had to close again on May 27 after
an unlucky combination of heavy rains and an in-progress new roof construction created just the right
conditions for significant water intrusion and damage inside the Law Library. But we have cleaned up
and are again ready for visitors by appointment. Appointments can be made by calling us at 321-6177295 or emailing us at BrevardCountyLawLibrary@gmail.com. Same day appointments are usually
available.
Law Library visitors should follow the courthouse entrance procedures established by our 18th Judicial Circuit, which include face
masks/coverings and practicing social distancing. We have also made some safety changes inside the Law Library as well that you
will notice when you visit us. The reference desk now has plexiglass shields and we have also spaced out and limited chairs at tables. Computers have been moved apart to provide for six feet between them. In between customers, we are wiping down tables
and surfaces with Clorox and we are swapping out chairs. We are also quarantining all used books and CLE courses before returning
them to the collection or letting them circulate. This quarantine period means a delay between when a CLE course is returned to
us and when we can contact the next person for check-out, but we appreciate your patience as we try to minimize potential risks of
contagion.
In good “other” news, the flooring repair in the back of the Law Library was completed during our
closure and visitors will now be see a nice carpeted area instead of the previous blocked off storage
area with damaged tiles everywhere. Our plan is to migrate our historical materials to this new,
larger space and furnish it comfortably.
This year has definitely been a challenging one for all of us and while “normal” may still be a long
way off, we want everyone to know that Law Library staff are continuing to work hard to make
sure that we are safely and efficiently following the Law Library’s mission to collect, preserve, and
provide access to legal resources for all in our community. Please feel free to call or email us with
any questions and to see how we can help you.

Lawyers

Lawyers

Real Estate, P.A.

Real Estate Brokerage, Inc.
LICENSED • REGISTERED

A PRIVATE LAW FIRM

A Good Combination

“Call me for details
on how to expand
your practice into
real estate sales.”

We Co-Councel
Marketing and Sale Of Real Estate
Selling real estate from YOUR bankruptcy,
foreclosure, probate and trust administration cases.

Tom D. Waldron, Esquire / Broker

Licensed Real Estate Broker - 40 years | Real Estate Attorney - 20 years | Real Estate Instructor - 7 years

Bankruptcy | Mortgage Foreclosure | Liquidation of Real Property
lawyersrealestatebrokerage.com

321.951.7077

lawyersrealestatepa.com

65 E. Nasa Blvd. • Suite 204 • Melbourne, Florida 32901
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Newly-Issued MEAC Updates for the Close of 2019

Christina Magee, Esq.

Three recent MEAC opinions issued at the close of 2019 bear discussion
as they raise important issues for mediators and for advocates. MEAC
is the Mediator Ethics Advisory Committee and provides advisory opinions on ethical questions submitted to the. The Supreme Court’s Dispute Resolution website maintains a database of these ethical decisions
that can be accessed at: https://www.flcourts.org/Resources-Services/
Alternative-Dispute-Resolution/Mediator-Ethics-Advisory-Committee-Opinions-MEAC.

prior employee of GEICO who had also represented GEICO as counsel over a long legal career and who was collecting a vested pension
from GEICO, wanted to know whether there was a conflict that the
questioner was overlooking when the me Committeediator accepted
work involving GEICO as a party or as an insurer, after disclosing the
history of the mediator with that organization and securing the parties’ agreement to the mediator’s continued involvement with the case
as Neutral.

Summary of the Opinions A.MEAC 2019-005
In 2019-005, a mediator raises the question of what to put into a report to the Court where a mediation impassed. Defense counsel had
appeared with an insurance representative, but not the insured, and the
plaintiff side wanted the mediator to report that the insured party was
not present. Case law developed under Rule 1.720 of the FL Rules of
Civil Procedure has repeatedly held that the presence of an insured representative, even with full authority to pay the policy limits, does not
satisfy the appearance requirements of the rule. See, e.g., Carbino v.
Ward, 801 So. 2d 1028 ( Fla. 5th DCA 2001); Carden & Assocs. v. C.O.D.
Trees P’ship, 83 So. 3d 862 (Fla. 5th DCA 2012) (discussing appellate
appearance); HDE, Inc. v. Bee-Line Supply Co., 2016 Fla. App. LEXIS
16525 (Fla. 5th DCA Jan. 11, 2016) (discussing appellate appearance).

Referring to Rule 10.340 in detail, the MEAC opinion concludes that
each conflict must be weighed on its particular facts, while agreeing
with the precautions that the questioning mediator had put in place:
(1) immediately informing parties of the mediator’s prior relationship with GEICO; (2) declining cases with which the mediator had
any involvement while a GEICO employee or lawyer representative;
and (3) securing the parties’ waiver of the potential conflict of interest.
Nonetheless, the key for MEAC is that the mediator’s current precautions and the MEAC’s agreement with the mediator’s approach does
not provide blanket authority for the mediator with respect to GEICO
cases. Instead, the mediator must assess each case independently for
potential conflict, and whether such conflict is waivable under Rule
10.340.
Opinions’ Impact

MEAC referenced a prior MEAC opinion (MEAC 2006-008) that permits a mediator to file a report indicating the absence or presence of
parties, at the mediator’s discretion, so long as the mediator’s knowledge
is based on the mediator’s observation, and not any mediation communication, AND where the mediator’s attendance report does not contravene any local rules or administrative orders. MEAC in this instance
left the decision of whether to report the absence or presence of parties
to the mediator’s discretion. In other words, there is no safe harbor in
the ethical rules that allows a mediator to avoid or requires a mediator
to comply with the request of a party regarding reporting attendance,
except where the court in question has a requirement in its local rules to
do so, or where an administrative order addresses that issue.
B. MEAC 2019-006
In 2019-006, a mediator posed several questions related to payment
where one side cancels unilaterally, where the mediator’s cancellation
policy in writing appeared on the mediator’s website. The mediator
put the failure of the one side to appear in the Mediator’s Report to the
Court, indicating also in the report that the Mediator planned to bill
each side for the cancelled time.
MEAC opined that the inclusion of the information about the cancellation and fee division in the Mediator’s Report was improper, as that constituted mediation communication otherwise protected from disclosure
via the Mediation Confidentiality and Privilege Act.
Further, MEAC opined that it was up to the mediator to decide how to
distribute the fee for the cancelled mediation between the parties, within the guidelines of 10.380(b)(3) which requires “appropriate division”
and not necessarily pro rata division. As to the mediator’s request for
information about how to collect via legal process, MEAC declined to
provide legal advice, again citing the mediator’s option to do so, as set
out in MEAC 2006-008. Finally, on the same basis, MEAC declined to
discuss specifics on what constitutes an acceptable a cancellation policy.
C. MEAC 2019-007
2019-007 addresses the issue of conflicts of interest.
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As is the case with many reviewing bodies, MEAC, the ethical decision
advisory council for mediators in Florida, is very careful not to stray
outside its mandated jurisdiction. It does not give advice to practicing mediators or advocates who submit questions seeking practical or
legal counsel for handling particular issues that may arise.
In the first opinion, we might speculate that the mediator may be considering the practical issue of how to remain neutral where both sides
have requested that the mediator report mutually inconsistent facts
about the mediation to the Court. Speculating further, it may be
case that the mediator would prefer to keep both parties as potential
clients and would like to have a reason for not choosing between their
proposed competing alternatives: Party A wants the Mediator to report that a party was not present at a duly noticed mediation. Party
B wants the Mediator to report that the insured party defendant was
not present at the mediation. If there is a requirement from the Court
where the case is filed that the mediator shall report who attended
the mediation, such as Rule 9.06 in the Middle District of the United
States District Court, there is no ability for the mediator to fail to identify who was present as a required party, as MEAC makes clear in this
decision and others. Rule 9.06 states, in relevant part, the following:
[T]he mediator shall file a Mediation Report indicating whether all
required parties were present and had authority to settle the case.
In this example, the mediator can only state who attended as a required party and the issue of neutrality or future business that might
be implicated is overridden by the Court’s requirements.
In the context of a report in a jurisdiction that does not impose this
requirement in the Mediator’s Report, the mediator has to determine
how to proceed. The Mediator could take the position that reporting
on attendance is not something the Mediator reports absent a requirement from the Court to do so. This approach may resolve the neutrality issue (Mediator does not report as requested by either party,
thus treating them equally) while leaving both sides equally unhappy.
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Newly-Issued MEAC Updates for the Close of 2019, Cont’d
But, this approach may fail to resolve the possible issue of client satisfaction that may impede future business for the mediator, since the
Mediator is unable to use an ethical prohibition against reporting as a
shield permitting no compliance with either side’s request. Note that
the Mediator’s choice of how to report the mediation outcome does
not preclude the parties from filing their respective motion papers and
affidavits on the issue of participation.

If the mediator chooses not to waive and instead bills both sides, what
happens then? The party who appeared for the duly noticed and confirmed mediation can deal with the situation by paying the mediator and then moving to recoup the fees as part of a sanctions motion,
for example, or seeking a remedy that forces the no-show party to be
wholly responsible for the mediation fee the next time the parties mediate.

The second opinion raises the awkward issue of how to get paid as a
mediator when a matter is duly noticed and set but unilaterally cancelled when one side fails to appear. Compounding this situation is
the confirmation in advance of the mediation that the mediator’s office
did to remind the parties and double-check the time and date and
location in an effort to avoid a no-show.

The final opinion released by MEAC in its year-end trilogy provides
an in-depth look at Ethics Rule 10.340. The opinion takes up the
real-world scenario of a former in-house employee for an insurer
questioning whether it is ever proper for the questioner to appear
as mediator on matters involving that insurance company, either as
a party or as the carrier for an insured party in a dispute. MEAC’s
discussion makes it clear that the mediator assessing this question
must utilize Ethics Rule 10.340 in every instance where the potential
conflict could exist, since it is a clear violation of the ethics rules to
mediate where there is a non-waivable conflict of interest. The opinion also reiterates the standard that where a clear conflict exists, such
as a litigation involving a claim over which the mediator had responsibility while employed by the carrier, the mediator must decline to
mediate the case. What is significant about this opinion is not only its
very clear discussion of Ethics Rule 10.340, but the emphasis on going
through the exercise of assessing conflict each time a request to mediate is received. Where the potential for a waivable conflict occurs,
disclosure to the parties so that they can make an informed decision
about whether to proceed with this mediator for their mediation is the
best practice.

Emergencies happen and are a fact of life. One straightforward way
to solve this conundrum is for the parties to immediately reschedule.
The party having to cancel because of the emergency states the inability to attend at the confirmed time to the mediator and the other side
and indicates the times that side can appear in the very near future. If
the mediator’s engagement letter or agreement to mediate addresses
the issue of payment, it may contain a cancellation policy, where the
mediator informs the parties that no-shows or last minute cancellations will be charged a minimum amount, unless the mediator chooses to waive the fees. This approach allows the mediator discretion to
waive any fees for the missed time because the time will be recouped.
It should go without saying that cancelling a mediation in this fashion
will probably only be tolerated very infrequently because it does entail
lost opportunity costs for the mediator as well as the other counsel
and parties.

VIRTUALLY Legally Bald – and other strange law-related thoughts
Please remember the views of Legally Bald are in no way whatsoever (not even remotely) the views of the BCBA or any of its
members, employees, advertisers, and affiliates.
JESSE JAMES
Jesse James walks into a bank in 2020. He looks around. He’s
like, “is there anyone here who’s not going to rob the bank?”
POT LUCK JUDGE
It’s always fun when the hearing is set before the Presiding
Judge. They really should just say that the hearing is set before
the “Pot Luck” Judge or the “Surprise” Judge. After all, it’s pretty obvious that whoever the Judge is going to be, it will be the
Presiding Judge. Chances are, the non-presiding Judge won’t be
making an appearance. Not even a virtual one.
VIRTUAL COURT
If something happens in Virtual Court has it really happened?
Isn’t Virtual Court like being in the Matrix. I keep expecting Keanu Reeves to be the Presiding Judge. Of course if it is the Matrix,
then better to have your client take the blue pill as opposed to
the red pill. The Blue pill is for blissful ignorance. So if you lose,
the client will still be happy. The red pill reveals an unpleasant
truth, i.e. losing virtual court is the same as losing in real court.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zE7PKRjrid4
DEEPFAKE VIRTUAL APPEARANCE
What’s nice about Virtual Court is I can appear as anyone I
want. I can make myself look like and talk like Tom Cruise
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in A Few Good Men, Al Pacino
Justice for All, Paul Newman in The
Verdict, Gregory Peck in To Kill a Mockingbird. Debra Winger in Legal Eagles.
Ally McBeal. This will work out really
well if we ever actually have Virtual Jury
Trials.
htt p s : / / w w w.c s o o n l i n e .co m /a r t i cle/3293002/deepfake-videos-how-andwhy-they-work.html

in

VIRTUAL JURY TRIAL INSTRUCTIONS
This is why Virtual Jury Trials are a bad idea. Below are just a sample of questions Judges ask Jurors who are not appearing virtually.
Now imagine these same questions are being asked to people who
are appearing virtually.
Instruction: All cell phones, computers, tablets or other types of
electronic devices must be turned off while you are in the courtroom. (Well since we aren’t going to be in the Courtroom can we
keep them turned on. And if we turn them all off, then how can
we virtually appear?)
Instruction: Jurors must not have discussions of any sort with
friends or family members about the case or the people and places involved. So, do not let even the closest family members make
comments to you or ask questions about the trial. (I won’t talk to
my family about it, but is it okay if my wife just listens in. You won’t
see her. I’ll keep her out of view.)
Instruction: Do not send or accept any messages related to this
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VIRTUALLY Legally Bald – and other strange law-related thoughts - Continued
case or your jury service. (But it’s okay if I send and accept messages during the trial that are not related to my jury service, right?
I’m always getting text and e-mail alerts. I have to reply. It would
be rude not to.)
Instruction: You cannot do any research about the case or look up
any information about the case. (But it’s okay to look up a term
or word now and then, right? I mean I want to understand everything. Google is at my fingertips. I’m gonna have to do a search. I
can’t be on the internet and not check out google or Facebook.)
AMENDED VIRTUAL JURY TRIAL INSTRUCTIONS
You must wear a shirt. (No shirt, no Jury service.) You cannot be in
your bed or lying on a couch, a hammock, or be lying down anywhere during the trial. You must be sitting down during the trial.
You cannot go to the bathroom during the trial. You have to stay in
one place. i.e. you cannot move around during the trial.
You must be inside your house or apartment during the trial.
Do not let anyone in your house or apartment hear the trial.
Make sure your internet works. Do not use a fake background.
Do not answer the door if someone rings the doorbell or knocks
on the door, during the trial. Do not drink alcohol or smoke,
during the trial. Do not eat during the trial.
And about taking notes? Umm, hmm…Don’t use your computer
to take the notes? Basically, the only people who would be qualified to sit on a Virtual Jury would be single people who live alone,
keep to themselves, have no family or friends and who live far
away from people. This way they’d have no distractions. Unfortunately, the people I just described don’t use the internet and they
are probably serial killers.
THE VIRTUAL WAITING ROOM
If you’re going to have a Virtual waiting room, then at least provide
me with some virtual entertainment while I virtually wait.
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LAWYER GETS SUSPENDED FOR TRYING TO TAKE THE
CLEANERS TO THE CLEANERS
A Lawyer sued the cleaners for sixty-seven million dollars for losing his pants, and the Bar suspended his Law license. He lost his
pants. He lost his case. And he lost his Law license. Moral of the
story: You can’t take the Cleaners to the Cleaners. It’s like trying
to con a con. Outfox a fox. Beating an actual dead horse. You just
can’t do it. You can’t actually do what the saying says. You can take
anyone in the world you want to the cleaners, except the Cleaners. You can take the cleaners out to the woodshed. But not to the
cleaners. I’ll stop now. I’m beating a virtual dead horse.
https://www.abajournal.com/news/article/lawyer-gets-suspended-for-pursuing-67m-suit-over-lost-pants?fbclid=IwAR1CIYlvVNvpaKjJzEyhDPb5i5MOgO3xAvK9CAFBiYpK-21fDpmddsEDBi8
ELMER FUDD AND HIS GUN VS. ELMER FUDD AND HIS
SCYTHE
For some reason, in any new Bugs Bunny cartoons Elmer Fudd
will no longer use a rifle to try to kill Bugs Bunny. He will have use
a Scythe. All Politics aside, if I had to choose between being killed
by a rifle or by a Scythe, I’d choose a rifle every time. And I’m sure
if you asked Bugs, he’d say the same.
https://www.cnet.com/news/no-guns-in-new-looney-tunes-onhbo-max-but-scythes-anvils-tnt-abound/?fbclid=IwAR1NvPBALCLS9QS75ug7_lA2PtjhbfpcDcG1FJFMrX4OWhJRm1nVuKsWtjY
I MOVE TO QUARANTINE THE JURY
We no longer sequester jurors, we quarantine them.
THE BURDEN OF PROOF IS IN THE PUDDING
Why is the proof in the pudding? Why not in the cake batter?
The soup? The Stew? And what kind of pudding? I for one prefer
Rice Pudding. I do not like Tapioca Pudding. (All complaints and

comments please send to geoffgolubpa@aol.com)
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CHANGE SERVICE REQUESTED

Procedures and Practices for Remote Hearings Via Microsoft Teams
July 9 @12:00 pm - 1:00 pm ~ Free to Attend
Please join us for this presentation, where you will learn how to use Microsoft Teams for your virtual evidentiary hearings.
LEARN ABOUT:
•
Required and recommended equipment
•
Accessing the application
•
The Teams environment – web app vs. mobile app
•
Responding to an invitation and joining a meeting
•
Evidence and witnesses
•
Etiquette
•
Ask Questions
Panel: Hon. Lisa Davidson; Hon. Tesha Ballou; Hon. Robert Segal; Josh Lazar, CTO 18th Judicial Circuit
Approval for 1 Tech CLE is pending with the Florida Bar.

Rsvp To:

bcba@brevardbar.org with your name and we will send you a link and instructions on how to join this virtual CLE.
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